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Statement of fulfilled job search obligation
Name                                                                                                                              Personal identity code                           Statement for the period

Job opportunity 1 

How did you fulfill your job search obligation?
Applied for a job lasting longer than two weeks/other than a job
offer
Applied for a job lasting longer than a week/ a job offer 

Open application to an employer

Applied for more working hours from a current employer

Published a job search profile at Jobmarknad.fi

Promoted my own work looking for job opportunities as 
entrepreneur

Applicant for an other job opportunity

Day of realization

Employer

Work tasks

Description of tasks performed

Job opportunity 2

How did you fulfill your job search obligation?
Applied for a job lasting longer than two weeks/other than a job
offer
Applied for a job lasting longer than a week/ a job offer 

Open application to an employer

Applied for more working hours from a current employer

Published a job search profile at Jobmarknad.fi

Promoted my own work looking for job opportunities as 
entrepreneur

Applicant for an other job opportunity

Day of realization

Employer

Work tasks

Description of tasks performed
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Job opportunity 3

How did you fulfill your job search obligation?
Applied for a job lasting longer than two weeks/other than a job
offer
Applied for a job lasting longer than a week/ a job offer 

Open application to an employer

Applied for more working hours from a current employer

Published a job search profile at Jobmarknad.fi

Promoted my own work looking for job opportunities as 
entrepreneur

Applicant for an other job opportunity

Day of realization

Employer

Work tasks

Description of tasks performed

Job opportunity 4

How did you fulfill your job search obligation?
Applied for a job lasting longer than two weeks/other than a job
offer
Applied for a job lasting longer than a week/ a job offer 

Open application to an employer

Applied for more working hours from a current employer

Published a job search profile at Jobmarknad.fi

Promoted my own work looking for job opportunities as 
entrepreneur

Applicant for an other job opportunity

Day of realization

Employer

Work tasks

Description of tasks performed

Date and place Signature and Printed name
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